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ISAAC ASIMOV’S SUPER QUIZ
Take this super Quiz to a Ph.d. 
score 1 point for each correct 
answer on the Freshman Level, 2 
points on the graduate Level and 
3 points on the Ph.d. Level.

Subject: ONE WORD, TWO 
MEANINGS
Put the same four-letter word 
in both blanks. (e.g., i will ___ 
the goods via the fastest ____ 
available. answer: ship.)

FRESHMAN LEVEL
1. i heard the dog ____ at the cat 
on the ____ of the tree.
answer________
2. he will ____ the glass after he 
drinks every ____.
answer________
3. during the ____ all the leaves 
____ off the trees.
answer________

GRADUATE LEVEL
4. The exact ____ for his blind 
____ has not been set.
answer________
5. he dropped ten ____ from the 
branch and injured both of his 
____.
answer________
6. The pitcher ____ the game 

early because his ____ arm was 
sore.
answer________

PH.D. LEVEL
7. The video ____ showed the 
correct way to ____ your hair.
answer________
8. you are not allowed to ____ 
your car anywhere in the ____.
answer________
9. her heart will ____ when she 
finds out that the ____ is clogged.
answer________

ANSWERS: 1. Bark. 2. drop. 3. Fall. 
4. date. 5. Feet. 6. Left. 7. clip. 8. 
Park. 9. sink.

SCORING:
18 points — congratulations, 
doctor; 15 to 17 points — honors 
graduate; 10 to 14 points — you’re 
plenty smart, but no grind; 4 to 9 
points — you really should hit the 
books harder; 1 point to 3 points 
— enroll in remedial courses 
immediately; 0 points — who 
reads the questions to you?

Super Quiz is a registered 
trademark of K. Fisher  
Enterprises Ltd.
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